DYNAMIC INTERNATIONAL PRESENTED SENSATIONAL ORNAMENTS
ON THE RUNWAY AT THE INDIA INTERNATIONAL JEWELLERY WEEK
2012
August 19th, 2012, National: Launched in 1984 in Hong Kong and Japan
by Ashu and Raja Malpani, the Dynamic International line of jewellery
shown at the India International Jewellery Week 2012 was a perfect
combination of natural and coloured diamonds.
Pioneers in creating sliced diamond jewellery; the company has used
icy diamonds to create contemporary fashion. Inspired by nature, the
company’s collection also had touches of inspirations from Ashu
Malpani’s travels around the globe. The hand crafted jewellery in 18 K
gold was created in Hong Kong and was a delight to behold.
The show opened with two graceful dancers, Sonia Jaffer and Vernon
Enthiado who performed a modern contemporary dance; bringing to
the ramp the beauty of nature and its glory, with their sensuous and
artistic movements.
Presenting 20 outstanding entries in jewellery, the company highlighted
the beauty of natural coloured diamonds. Each model glided down the
ramp in jewellery that was a masterful work of craftsmanship.
The many eye catchers were the brooch featuring a bunch of flowers
and ring with fancy coloured diamonds, the draped flowers icy white
diamonds set and the single strand of four rough natural coloured
diamonds on a glittering strand.
The necklace‐cum‐brooch, matching earring with slice cut and pear
shaped diamonds on top and leaf design diamond marquise rose cut
necklace were unbelievable in their beauty.

The Angola collection featured the floral brooch, bracelet and earrings
in yellow, rose cut diamonds. The unique pendants‐cum‐brooches
brought in a versatile use for the jewellery; while the only set with
clusters of South Sea pearls from Japan and white diamonds was a
unique entry. Two conjoined flower pendants in pink, grey and yellow
diamonds made a grand set.
Finally super model, Binal Trivedi stopped the show in a magnificent
giant brooch, ring and earrings made from slice diamonds into petalled
flowers with a Colombian emerald in the centre set in rose gold, which
was truly the piece de resistance of the show featuring a sensational
collection.
The elegant and sophisticated gowns created by designer Gavin Miguel
were a perfect complement for the gorgeous jewellery as the models
floated down the catwalk.
When jewellery has that international touch then it has to be from
Dynamic International, the company which is aware of what the global
woman wants.
About GJEPC:
The Gems & Jewellery Export Promotion Council is an all ‐ India apex
body representing 5,300 members. Started in 1966, it operates under
the surveillance of the Ministry of Commerce & Industry, Government
of India. More information log onto www.gjepc.org
About the SPONSORS:
This show is presented in association with PC Jewellers and
International Gemological Institute. Liquor partners for IIJW are
Signature and beverages are sponsored by Kingfisher. Jashn is the

ethnic wear sponsor for the event, Logistics arranged by Lemuir group,
broadcasts partnered by Star Plus and Radio Partners for the event are
Red FM 93.5 FM.

